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Two monitoring solutions in one device, using one single sensor

Conox is a non-invasive depth of anaesthesia monitor designed to help the anaesthesiologist assess patient brain activity and to rapidly detect how certain drugs are affecting the patient.

Two in One
- qCON index provides a rapid indication of the depth of anaesthesia of the patient
- qNOX index is based on low and high frequency EEG in order to detect any changes related to surgical stimuli
- Additional key indicators are simultaneously provided for more complete information about the patient’s state
- The graphical area of the screen allows personal settings to view different index trends in different time scales

Stable
- Conox enables fast detection of consciousness state changes in patients, helping the healthcare professional to reduce risks associated with anaesthesia
- With an advanced signal processing algorithm, Conox enables faster decision making and provides stable and reliable monitoring of patients under anaesthesia conditions
- The Conox sensor is designed for the anaesthesiologist to achieve low impedance

Portable
- 2.5 hours battery life, for a fully portable solution
- The compact and lightweight design provides hospitals and clinics the flexibility to use Conox across different wards
- A pole clamp enables easy attachment of Conox to hospital furniture for that purpose

Conox’s qCON index is based on a readily readable 0-99 scale, resulting from the processing of EEG readings. A qCON index of between 40-60 indicates an adequate anaesthesia level, while 0 corresponds to an isoelectric EEG.
Innovative design with touch screen display and easy to use graphical interface

Highly conductive sensor pads allow the Conox proprietary sensor to achieve accurate EEG readings for both qCON and qNOX index calculations recorded using the Conox proprietary sensor.
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